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At the beginning of the country's economic development, generally the planning of
economic development is oriented towards the problems of economic growth
(growth) economy and the reduction of unemployment. It is understandable
considering that the major barrier of the development the developing countries
development is the lack of capital, employment opportunities, and low technology.
This is what underlies the Indonesian workers speculate themselves in foreign
countries. Various methods are used by them such as going through the
government is party and also through the private job placement implementer
(PPTKIS) as was regulated in Article 37 paragraph (1) of Law No. 13 of 2003 on
Employment and Article 10 of Law No. 39 of 2004 on Placement and Protection
of Indonesian Workers Abroad.

The implementer of the Private Placement of Indonesian Workers, is abbreviate
as PPTKIS, it is a legal entity who has obtained a written permission from the
government for the Indonesia manpower placement services abroad. Another
axplainatior from PPTKIS, is a legal entiting that carries out the employment at
home and abroad for it’s own importance after receiving written approval from
the Directorate General of Employment Development on behalf of the Secretary
of Labor.

PT. Mitra Muda Reksa Mandiri is one of four Executive Offices of Private
Employment (PPTKIS) official in Lampung Province who has placed thousands of
Indonesian Workers abroad. PT. Mitra Muda Reksa Mandiri has five state goals
for the placement of Indonesia such as Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan,Hong Kong,
and South Sorea. PT. Mitra Muda Reksa Mandiri on placement  in Indonesia
workers focus on the formal sector, it means that Indonesian Workers who want to
work abroad will be placed in the company with legal status. PT. Mitra Muda
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Reksa Mandiri choose the formal sector as a place to send the Indonesian Labour
because of the security being offered is more secure.

The purpose of this study was to determine a clear license procedure of the
Private Employment (PPTKIS) in palacing the Indonesian workers (TKI) in
foreign countries and the factors that impede the provision of the permit. The data
that was collected from this study is processed through a data processing with the
stages of identification, editing, data classification and systematization of data.

The results from the research that has been done are the license procedur which
was made by PT Mitra Muda Reksa Mandiri as a company engaged in the
placement of Indonesian Workers Overseas among which permit interference
(HO), Managing Licenses Employment Indonesia (SIPPTKI), Trade Business
License (Business License), Company Registration (TDP) to set up a private
placement of Indonesian Labor and Employment Permit (SIP), Letter to Recruit
(SPR) to conduct the placement of Indonesian Workers Overseas. Factors which
have obstructed the process of licensing the placement in placing Indonesian
Migrant Workers placement into the state bureaucracy is a process that is
convoluted, duration of delivery of documents and data to make the permissions
for a long time, In addition, sometimes there are elements that make illicit
payments to PT. Mitra Muda Reksa Mandiri pretext to expedite the licensing
process or to speed up the licensing process.

The Advice from the results of the study is the authorized parties are expected to
give a quick respond for the received reports in terms of legal remedies and the
Indonesian workers protection, the government should also unify the license in the
of placement of Indonesian Workers in the door to more efficient and avoid illegal
fees. For the last suggestion, the Government of Lampung Province should
fighterthe supervision and the sanction to all illegal PPTKIS which is located in
Lampung.


